
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of manager change. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for manager change

Build a high-impact change champion network or leverages existing networks
Administer projects with a span of influence that typically require working
with one or two functional areas or a small team or group, such as Training, IT,
Marketing, , within the company
Generally works with one decision maker or within one delivery manager’s
team to complete the project, and mainly works with internal teams, but may
work on occasion with external stakeholders
Manages projects that typically require working within standard, repeatable
processes and plans, and oftentimes, there are checklists already created to
manage the project tasks, and the project road map is established
Guides project plans that include standard templates and are straightforward
to implement
Identifies the need for issue escalation with some guidance
Directs projects that have small potential for scope change which requires
some, but limited, collaboration, negotiation, and/or conflict management
with internal and/or external stakeholders
Builds understanding of project estimates, provides input, and ensures all
projects are timely billed
Builds understanding of and monitors the budget and advises supervisor of
variances
Makes some decisions that have a limited impact on the project’s delivery
schedule

Example of Manager Change Job Description
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Previous practical change experience in UK data security, financial crime,
payment or schemes expertise
Min 5 - 6 years of relevant experience in change/transformation/project
based role
Excellent organizational, influencing, and communication skills -Excellent
communication skills, both verbal and written -Experience and aptitude for
dealing with people in a customer focused environment -Strong overall
knowledge of technology businesses and best practices -Good working
knowledge of JPMChase infrastructure and applications -Good understanding
of Global Technology Infrastructure support model/areas
3-5 years job experience in a related discipline, such as desktop,
incident/problem management, network operations environment, or
application support -Ability to interface and work with multiple teams across
regional boundaries and communication channels -Understanding of Change
Management best practices to avoid change-related problems
Prior change management and HR experience
ITIL Foundations Certification required (1st year)


